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"Does her family know?" Daisy asked, lowering her head to her outstretched fingers. She thought Duke 

loved his sister so much that he wasn't supposed to be quiet about things like this. 

 

"Yeah! I just left her home around noontime. It was not easy to handle." Kevin shuddered when thinking 

of Duke's cold attitude towards him. 

 

"What about your family? Do they accept Leena?" Daisy knew Kevin's background. His family had great 

prestige, like the noble relatives of the Emperor in ancient times. 

 

"Don't worry! I will protect her from harm." Kevin thought what Daisy said made sense, but he wouldn't 

be caught unprepared. If he hadn't taken this into account, he wouldn't even think of marrying Leena. 

 

"Kev, you're like a brother to me. I hope you can keep Leena safe. You should know how much Leena 

means to her family, even if you don't have me around to tell you that. So you know the consequences if 

you do something wrong." Daisy's warning was not an exaggeration. Because she had seen how those 

guys pampered and spoiled Leena when she was with Edward. It was almost appalling. 

 

"Um! I've seen it too, and I know how to deal. So don't worry about me." From the way Daisy addressed 

him just now, Kevin knew she talked to him as a friend, not a college. 

 

"Good! Brother-in-law, welcome to our big family!" 

 

Daisy said teasingly, winking, and reached out a hand. Fate is a magic thing. Daisy had never thought 

anything dramatic would happen in her life. 

 

little inappropriate." Kevin said and smiled bitterly. So they were family, just not exactly 

 

said and chuckled. The thought of him being her brother-in-law was special! But he didn't like it. So what 

should she 

 

Commander's orders?" Kevin knew Daisy just came back from the Commander's office, 

 

when is the ceremony?" Daisy didn't intend to miss the chance to tease Kevin. 

 

military exercises. Leena doesn't like complicated things, so it will be up to her!" Kevin was amazed at 

Leena's unconcerned attitude. As 

 

simplifying everything. To put it bluntly, she is lazy dealing with people. Anyway, she is agreeable and 

you're lucky to have 

 

of noble birth. I hope she won't get too lonely. That's what happens to many military wives." Kevin was a 

bit worried speaking of this. After all, Leena was much younger than him, so there might be 

 



but she never gets out of line." She's 

 

path, leaving intricate patterns of light and shadow. As they walked they nodded at the passing soldiers. 

Leaving behind two long shadows, they made their way, obscured by a blinding sun. 

 

willing to get anywhere close to Edward's office, fearing that they might get sucked into the vortex of 

 

an eyebrow. Edward was fine this morning! 

 

him from getting any work done. He couldn't spare the time to think about whether Edward 


